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The Eternal speaks 
 

 

On Monday, October 23rd, 2023, at 11:15 p.m. I wrote: 
 
And am I the voice of the universe 
 

What does it mean: Am I the voice of the universe? 
 

Well, it means, that the nightingale also sings with the voice of the universe!  

 
Gerhard olinczuk treustedt 
October 23, 2023 
 

On Wednesday, October 25th, 2023, at 5:15 p.m. I wrote: 
 
Listen and look: 

When the nightingale sings her song, she sings her song with the voice of the universe, i.e. with that voice and its 
sound, which the universe previously composed solely for the nightingale in order to then give her the gift of 
proclaiming that melody, who is pleasing to the ear of the creative spirit, right and just, therefore agreeing, 
acknowledging and sanctifying the nature and will of the eternal, nameless and inviolable! And the voice of the 
nightingale I call timelessly empty, because that universal composition always sounds natural, pure, whole, simple and 
unadulterated, so that everyone not only recognizes and names it by its incomparable song, but can enjoy the sound 
of this magnificent singer with all of his senses. This also applies to the blackbird and the wren, to the blue tit and the 
robin, to the call of the cuckoo and the hoopoe, as well as to the whistling red kite. This has been the case ever since 
and indeed before the beginning of time. 
 

And when the wolf howls at the full moon, he greets with his call that invisible and boundless spirit, which already 
existed, even before anything became visible! 
 

Does anyone have any objections to this, or does anyone want to change something about this? Was or is there 
someone who believes, that they have to devalue the nightingale's song in order to then be able to compose whose 
melody in a new and better way? Was or is there somewhere a god, an idol, a prophet, or some composing religious 
fanatic, a crazy politician, ideologue, capitalist or scientist, or some other perfidious medium, who thinks he can surpass 
the universe and intends to do so, and, now wants to put the eternal creative spirit in his shadow!? 
 

Does this one perhaps have a name and was it called Noah? Or is it one of his descendants, an Imitator, Imposter, 
Adventurer and Cardsharp, called Joe Biden, Volodymyr Zelensky, Benjamin Netanyahu, Olaf Scholz, Emmanuel Macron 
or Frank-Walter Steinmeier? Or is it one of the many other mentally ill, megalomaniacal and deeply perverted fascists 
all over the earth who have lost the natural ground under their feet and now actually believe that they can determine 
how people must think, speak and act. 

I'll tell all you something 

The nightingale sings with the voice of the universe. And if I declare, that I also speak with the voice of the universe, 
so this is a testimony of the greatest humility, which dedicates itself to the purity and inviolability of the only Holy One 
in order, to serve this spirit with the greatest love and loyalty! 

Everything living on earth, every named and untouched animal on earth, water and air, sings, calls and expresses itself 
solely and always with the voice of the universe. Just not the person named who speaks, makes noise, hates and rages 
racistly with a different voice, i.e. with a foreign, distorted, unnatural, abnormal and deeply malicious voice! YES, 
man's self, puffs up with the voices of his home-made demons. And the higher he places himself, the more he makes 
noise, shits on everything and stinks to no end. But no human being, not one of all the insightless and unteachable, 
nor any of his homemade gods, idols, prophets or other freaks and bastards, not a single one will achieve and see the 
heal of salvation or will ever be able to replace it! 
 
Gerhard olinczuk treustedt 
October 25, 2023 
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